The book was found

The Birds' Gift: A Ukrainian Easter Story
Villagers take in a flock of golden birds nearly frozen by an early snow and are rewarded with beautifully decorated eggs the next spring.

**Synopsis**

The Birds’ Gift is a wonderful folk tale of the Easter Season. The Ukrainian villagers help the birds trapped over the winter. The birds repay the kindness by leaving behind beautiful Easter Eggs when they go on their own in the spring. The author tells the story in a lovely gentle manner. The illustrations are delightful, especially the last two pages with intricately designed Ukrainian Easter eggs. Highly recommended.

I have always been interested in the Ukrainian art of pysanky and found this book touching. Anyone interested in seeing fine examples of Ukrainian Pysanky should visit the pysanky showcase website at [...] 

A very good book, with a story that you will want to re-read each Easter. It’s a favorite in our home!

A beautiful story with lovely illustrations. It is a beautiful book to share at Easter time. It is also a glimpse into Ukrainian culture.
Download to continue reading...

The Birds’ Gift: A Ukrainian Easter Story
Pimsleur Ukrainian Conversational Course - Level 1 Lessons 1-16 CD: Learn to Speak and Understand Ukrainian with Pimsleur Language Programs

The Wild Game Birds Manual: A Guide To Raising, Feeding, Care, Diseases And Breeding Game Birds (Pet Birds) (Volume 4)

Olga’s Cookbook I and II: A Collection of Authentic Ukrainian Recipes

Ukrainian Bell Carol: Sheet (The Alfred Duet Series)

Colloquial Ukrainian (Colloquial Series) Top 50

Pokemon Colouring Book: Birthday, Gift, Red, Blue, Yellow, Gift, Ash, Gotta catch’em all, Pokedex, Birthday, present, Ash, Pocket monsters, Creature, games, animÃ©, cartoon, drawing

Mom Coloring Book: I Love You Mom: Beautiful and Relaxing Coloring Book Gift for Mom, Grandma, and other Mothers - Perfect Mom Gift for Birthday, Mother’s Day and Other Special Occasions

Heavenly Visions: Shaker Gift Drawings And Gift Songs

The Berenstain Bears and the Easter Story: Stickers Included! (Berenstain Bears/Living Lights)

The Gift of Birds: True Encounters with Avian Spirits (Travelers’ Tales Guides)

America’s Favorite Birds: 40 Beautiful Birds to Color

Drawing: Birds: Learn to draw a variety of amazing birds step by step (How to Draw & Paint)

Birds: An Adult Coloring Book: Over 30 Fun Stress Relieving Illustrations of Birds, #1 Book For Your Inner Artist, mindful meditation coloring book, bird guide natural world coloring book

Birds: An Adult Coloring Book: Travel Edition Size, Over 30 Fun Stress Relieving Illustrations of Birds, #1 Book For Your Inner Artist, mindful ... book, bird guide natural world coloring book

The Angry Birds Movie: Meet the Angry Birds (I Can Read Level 2)

Learn to Draw Angry Birds: Learn to draw all of your favorite Angry Birds and Those Bad Piggies! (Licensed Learn to Draw)

Learn to Draw Angry Birds Space: Learn to draw all your favorite Angry Birds and those Bad Piggies-in Space! (Licensed Learn to Draw)


Edward’s Menagerie - Birds: Over 40 Soft Toy Patterns for Crochet Birds

Dmca